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Abstract: Malaysia has unique and distinct culture, with a multi-racial population that brings diversity to the cultural facet of the country. Therefore, Malaysian culture should be maintained to prevent extinction. Preserving the culture and heritage is vital in the development of the modern world. Notwithstanding the increasing attention on technology advancement at the global level, the preservation of culture and heritage of local impacts points towards a prime role for regional tourism industry. This paper presents a conceptual framework that describes the street arts projects in Malaysia. It addresses the following key independent variables such as cultural content and audiences; moderator variables such as guidelines and demographic factors; and dependent variables such as city image and tourist expectations. The aim of this paper is to analyse and create new set of guidelines for Street Arts Project to preserve the Malaysian culture in the tourism sector. Through preliminary research, the main problems have been identified such as limited study on cultural and themes of street arts. From this paper, researchers suggested that culture Malaysian culture can be preserved through the street arts project.
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Introduction

Malaysia is not an exception to the invasion of street arts. In fact, some cities are gaining popularity since the creation of street arts such as cities in Penang, Malacca and Selangor. Visual street arts created in these cities demonstrate reflection of the ‘everyday life’ in literal sense. Although, local street artists started producing artworks several years ago, it is not until recently that their works are garnering attention. In George Town, Penang, visual street arts began popping up like mushrooms in 2012, (The Straits Times, 2013). Some street artists portray their families as subject of interest...